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Abstract- The antiviral QSAR models have an important limitation today. They predict the biological activity 
of drugs against only one viral species. This is determined by the fact that most of the current reported 
molecular descriptors encode only information about the molecular structure. As a result, predicting the 
probability with which a drug is active against different viral species with a single unifying model is a goal of 
major importance. In this work, we use Markov Chain theory to calculate new multi-target spectral moments 
to fit a QSAR model for drugs active against 40 viral species. The model is based on 500 drugs (including 
active and non-active compounds) tested as antiviral agents in the recent literature; not all drugs were 
predicted against all viruses, but only those with experimental values. The database also contains 207 well-
known compounds (not as recent as the previous ones) reported in the Merck Index with other activities that 
do not include antiviral action against any virus species. We used Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to 
classify all these drugs into two classes as active or non-active against the different viral species tested, whose 
data we processed. The model correctly classifies 5129 out of 5594 non-active compounds (91.69%) and 412 
out of 422 active compounds (97.63%). Overall training predictability was 92.34%. The validation of the 
model was carried out by means of external predicting series, the model classifying, thus, 2568 out of 2779 
non-active compounds and 224 out of 229 active compounds. Overall training predictability was 92.82%.  The 
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present work reports the first attempts to calculate within a unified framework the probabilities of antiviral 
drugs against different virus species based on a spectral moment analysis. 
Keywords: Multi-Target QSAR; Markov model; Antiviral drugs; Spectral Moments; Linear Discriminant 
Analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
Many viruses cause important human diseases and genetic diversity.  Depending on the virus and the person's 
state of health, various viruses can infect almost any type of body tissue, from the brain to the skin. Viral 
infections cannot be treated with antibiotics; in fact, in some cases the use of antibiotics makes the infection 
worse. The vast majority of human viral infections can be effectively fought by the body's own immune 
system, with a little help in the form of proper diet, hydration and rest.  Viruses represent a significant 
challenge to the medical science in fighting infectious diseases. The existing treatments against viral infections 
are often not entirely satisfactory, since most drugs that destroy viruses also affect the cells where they 
reproduce[1-4]. 
     Computer-aided drug design techniques may play a very important role. These techniques are based on 
multi-target Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (mt-QSAR) studies. It means that they are models 
connecting the structure of drugs with the biological activity against different targets (microbial species in the 
case of antimicrobial drugs) [5, 6]. This kind of study may also be useful in a Multi-Objective Optimization 
(MOOP) of desired properties or activity of drugs against different targets; see for instance the recent works 
carried out by Cruz-Monteagudo on the topic[7, 8]. In principle, up to date, there are over 1600 molecular 
descriptors that may be generalized and used to solve the former problem [9-12]. Many of these indices are 
known as Topological Indices (TIs) or simply invariants of a molecular graph, whose vertices are atoms 
weighed with physicochemical properties (mass, polarity, electronegativity or charge) [13]. Unfortunately, 
most antiviral QSAR studies reported up-to-date are based on molecular descriptors and databases of 
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structurally parent compounds applicable to only one viral species. Consequently, the researcher interested in 
predicting, for instance, the antiviral activity for a given series of compounds, has to use/develop as many 
QSAR equations as combinations of compound families vs. viral species have to be predicted. Therefore, it is 
of major interest the development of a single unified equation explaining the antiviral activity of structurally 
heterogeneous series of compounds against as many viral species as possible [14, 15]. In fact, other mt-QSAR 
approaches, with demonstrated usefulness, have been introduced recently in Medicinal Chemistry [16-18]. We 
introduced a Markov Model encoding molecular backbones information. The method was named the 
MARCH-INSIDE, MARkovian CHemicals IN SIlico Design [19]. It allowed us to introduce matrix invariants 
such as stochastic entropies, potentials, and spectral moments for the study of molecular properties [20, 21]. 
Specifically, the stochastic spectral moments introduced by our group have been largely used for small 
molecules mt-QSAR problems including the design of fluckicidal, anticancer and antihypertensive drugs [22] 
[23-26]. The QSAR models based on different MARCH-INSIDE indices may be very useful to optimize 
important aspects such as activity, toxicity or pharmacokinetics using a single model in many bioorganic and 
medicinal chemistry problems such as: estimation of anticoccidial activity, modelling the interaction between 
drugs and HIV-packaging-region RNA, and predicting proteins and virus activity [27-31]. In three recent 
reviews, we have discussed the multiple applications of MARCH-INSIDE to classic QSAR, macromolecular 
QSAR, and specially mt-QSAR [32-34]. However, we have never used stochastic spectral moments before, in 
order to develop an mt-QSAR for antiviral drugs. In this work, we develop, for the first time, a single linear 
equation based on these previous ideas to predict the antiviral activity of drugs against different species.    
2. Methods 
2.1. Markov Thermodynamics for drug-target step-by-step interaction 
Let us consider a hypothetical situation in which a drug molecule is free in the space at an arbitrary initial time 
(t0). It is then interesting to develop a simple stochastic model for a step-by-step interaction between the atoms 
of a drug molecule and a molecular receptor at the time of triggering the pharmacological effect. For the sake 
of simplicity, from now on, we are going to consider a general structure-less molecular receptor or drug-target, 
understanding by structure-less receptor a receptor whose chemical structure is not taken into consideration. In 
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our model, we approach this problem considering the free energy kgij(s) of interaction between an atom in the 
drug and the drug receptor after k-steps or previous interactions. We state that kgij(s) is also a state function 
and the symbol g points precisely to Gibbs energy.  S indicates that this energy depends on the specific drug 
target in different microbial species. Afterwards, the interaction has to define the free energy of interaction 
kgij(s) between the j-th atom and the receptor for a specific microbial species (s) given that i-th atom has been 
interacted/has interacted at a previous time tk. So, one can suppose that atoms begin to bind to this receptor in 
discrete intervals of time tk. However, there are several alternative ways in which such step-by-step binding 
process may occur. In this equation, the free energy 1gij(s) can be defined by analogy as dependent on a 
constant for the atom-target interaction Γij(s)  [14, 22]:  
( ) ( ) ( )1log11 sTRsg ijij Γ⋅⋅−=  
The present approach to antimicrobial-receptor interaction has two main drawbacks. The first is the difficulty 
of defining the constants. In this work, we solve the first question by estimating the use of the occurrence ratio  
nj(s) of the j-th atom on active molecules against a given species (frequency of effective interactions) with 
respect to the number of atoms of the j-th class in the molecules tested against the same species nT(s). 
Consequently, one of the most important steps is the change on the value of the atomic weights used, kgij(s), 
for different pathogen species. Regarding 1Γij(s), we must take into account that once the j-th atoms have 
interacted, the preferred candidates for the next interaction are those i-th atoms bound to j by a chemical bond 
[22]: 























Where αij are the elements of the atom adjacency matrix, nj(s), nT(s), and 1gij(s) have been defined in the 
paragraph above, R is the universal gas constant, and T the absolute temperature. The number 1 is added to 
avoid forbidden negative values as inputs for the logarithmic function. The second problem is related to the 
description of the interaction process at higher times tk > t1. Therefore, Markov Chain theory enables a simple 
calculation of the probabilities with which the drug-receptor interaction takes place in the time until the 
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antimicrobial effect is achieved. As depicted in Figure 1, this model deals with the calculation of the 
probabilities (kpij) with which any arbitrary molecular atom j-th binds to the structure-less molecular receptor 
given that other atom i-th has been bound before; along discrete time periods tk (k = 1, 2, 3, …); (k = 1 in 
grey), (k = 2 in blue) and (k = 3 in red) throughout the chemical bonding system. According to the procedure 
described here, we consider the atoms of the molecule as states of the Markov Chain. The method arranges all 
the 1gij(s) free energies of interaction as a squared table of n x n dimension. After the normalization of the 
matrix we can built up the corresponding stochastic matrix 1Π(s), which has the elements 1πij(s) respectively. 
The matrix is called the 1-step drug-target interaction stochastic matrix. 1Π(s) is also built as a squared table of 
order n, where n represents the number of atoms in the molecule. The elements 1πij(s) of the 1-step drug-target 
interaction stochastic matrix are the binding probabilities with which a j-th atom binds to a structure-less 
molecular receptor given that other i-th atoms have been interacted before at a time t1 = 1[22]:  
( ) ( )
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( ) ( )( )

















































































Such a model is stochastic per se (probabilistic step-by-step atom-receptor interaction in time) but the 
molecular connectivity (the step-by-step atom union in space throughout the chemical bonding system) is also 
taken into account. One can calculate the atomic spectral moments kµs(j) = kπjj(s),  values on the main diagonal 
(i = j) of the matrix, in order to numerically characterize the propensity with which a specific atom interacts 
several times with a drug receptor. In addition, the kµs(j) can be summed for specific atom sets (AS) to create 
local molecular descriptors kµs(AS) for the drug-target interaction. Herein, the AS used were as follows: 
halogens (X), unsaturated carbons (Cuns), saturated carbons (Csat), heteroatom (Het), and hydrogen bound to 
heteroatom (H-Het). The corresponding symbols of the local spectral moments for these AS are: µk(X,s), 
µk(Cins,s), µk(Csat,s), µk(Het,s), µk(H-Het,s). Finally, the sum of all atoms (it means that AS = Total all atoms) 
is useful as a total molecular descriptor. 
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Figure 1 comes about here 
2.2. Statistical analysis 
As a continuation of the previous sections, we can attempt to develop a simple linear QSAR with the general 
formula: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )5..... 033221100 bASaASaASaASaASaActv skksssss +⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅= μμμμμ  
Here, kµs(AS) are the spectral moments described above that act as molecule-target interaction descriptors 
specific for each drug-microbial species pair. We have selected Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to fit the 
classification functions. The model deals with the classification of a set of compounds as active or non-active 
against different microbial species [35]. A dummy variable (Actv) has been used to codify the antimicrobial 
activity. This variable indicates either the presence (Actv = 1) or absence (Actv = –1) of antimicrobial activity 
of the drug against specific species. In equation (5), ak are the coefficients of the classification function, 
determined by the least square method as implemented in the LDA module of the STATISTICA 6.0 software 
package [36]. Forward stepwise strategy was set as the one used for a variable selection[35]. The quality of 
LDA models was determined by examining Wilk’s U statistic, Fisher ratio (F), and p-level (p). We have also 
inspected Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity of the method. The validation of the model has been 
corroborated by external validation series [35]. 
2.3. Data set  
The data set was made up of a set of marketed and/or very recently reported antiviral drugs which have low 
reported IC50 < 10 μM against different viruses. We collected drugs that are active or non-active against 40 
different viral species. Altogether, the database contains 500 drugs (including active and non-active 
compounds) tested as antiviral agents in the recent literature; not all drugs were predicted against all viruses, 
only those with experimental values. The database also contains 207 well-known compounds (which are not as 
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recent as the previous ones but largely known). These last compounds have been reported in the Merck Index 
with other activities that do not include antiviral action against any virus species and have been used as non-
active compounds [37]. Not all drugs have been tested in the literature against all listed species so we have 
been able to collect 9,024 cases (drug/species pairs) instead of 707 x 40 cases. The names or codes and activity 
for all compounds, as well as the references used to collect them are depicted in Table 1SM and Table 2SM 
of the supplementary material file.  
3. Results and discussion 
The main advantage of the present stochastic approach is the possibility of deriving average thermodynamic 
parameters depending on the probability of the MM states. The generalized parameters have a clearer 
physicochemical sense  with respect to our previous ones [20, 38, 39]. More specifically, this work introduces 
for the first time a single linear QSAR equation model to predict the antiviral activity of drugs against different 
viral species. The best model found was: 












In the model, the coefficient λ is the Wilk’s statistic; statistic for the overall discrimination, χ2 is the Chi-
square, and p the error level. In this equation, kµs have been calculated for the total (T) of atoms in the 
molecule or for specific collections of atoms. These collections are atoms with a common characteristic, for 
instance: hydrogen bound to heteroatom (H-Het), saturated Carbon atoms (Csat), halogen atoms (X) and 
unsaturated carbon atoms (Cuns). The model correctly classifies 5129 out of 5594 non-active compounds 
(91.69%) and 412 out of 422 active compounds (97.63%). Overall training predictability was 92.34%. The 
validation of the model was carried out by means of external predicting series, the model classifying, thus, 2 
568 out of 2779 non-active compounds and 224 out of 229 active compounds. Overall training predictability 
was 92.82% see Table 1. The results obtained for this LDA-QSAR model (levels of Accuracy, Sensitivity, and 
Specificity) are similar to the results previously obtained for other LDA-QSAR models [40-73] based on 
different databases that have been accepted in the literature. 
Table 1 comes about here 
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The most interesting characteristic of the present model is that the kµs used as molecular descriptors depend 
both on the molecular structure of the drug and the viral species against which the drug must act. The 
codification of the molecular structure is basically due to the use of the adjacent factor αij to encode an atom-
atom bond, a molecular connectivity. The other aspect that allows encoding molecular structural changes is 
that the spectral moment kµs are atom-class specific. This property is related to the definition of the kµs. The 
values of these species and specific atomic standard free energies reported herein for the first time are given in 
Table 2 for some atoms and more than 40 species. For example, one change in the molecular structure of, e.g. 
S for O, necessarily implies a change in the moments of interaction.  Moreover, the most interesting fact is that 
kµs are the molecular descriptors reported for antimicrobial mt-QSAR studies able to distinguish among a large 
number of viral species. 
Table 2 comes about here 
As an end result of the abovementioned flexible definition of the present approach, it has been possible to 
model for the first time some heterogeneous and diverse viral data for over 9 000 cases. In order to show how 
to use the model we include the atoms results for statistical values for different virus species in Table 3 in 
order to observe the behaviour of our model. The posterior validation probabilities predicted for every drug-
species pair are depicted in Table 2SM of the supplementary material file.  The present work is the first 
reported unifying model, using moment’s kµs as a molecular descriptor that allows a predicting antifungal 
activity of any organic compound against a very large diversity of viral pathogens. 
Table 3 comes about here 
4. Conclusion 
The present mt-QSAR methodology with a very large data set improves significantly the previous QSAR 
models and may be useful to perform MOOP of drug activity against different viral species. It determines that 
the mt-QSAR methodology may be able to predict the biological activity of drugs in more general situations 
than the traditional QSAR models, whose greatest limitation is that it predicts the biological activity of drugs 
against only one viral species. Such QSAR models improve performance by increasing the database, with very 
clear results. This mt-QSAR methodology improves models using spectral moments as a molecular descriptor 
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that allows predicting antiviral activity of any organic compound against a very large diversity of viral 
pathogens. 
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